Maximum
Potential
Achieve Your Destiny

mindpersuasion.com

Instructions
Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any
situation where you are exceeding far beyond anybody’s
expectations.

Tips for Success
Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that
you are achieving more and more in all areas of life. Write
down any comments made by others.
Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask
any questions:
mindpersuasion.net

Affirmations
I am immortal
I reach maximum human potential
I have psychic intuition
I have mind control
I learn rapidly
I learn anything instantly
wealth is easy
wealth is natural
wealth is automatic
learning is easy
learning is natural
learning is automatic
seduction is easy
seduction is natural
seduction is automatic
I am the perfect human

I have reached human perfection
I am free from the opinions of others
I am free from the judgment of others
I have supreme social confidence
I have supreme physical confidence
girls flock to me whenever I want
money flows to me whenever I want
wealth flows to me whenever I want
I have a deep feeling of peace
I have a deep feeling of certainty
all is well
all is perfect
all is natural
I master life
I master wealth
I master relationships
all I want comes naturally and easily

all I want comes without effort
all I want begs to be with me
all I want begs to come to me
You are immortal
You reach maximum human potential
You have psychic intuition
You have mind control
You learn rapidly
You learn anything instantly
wealth is easy
wealth is natural
wealth is automatic
learning is easy
learning is natural
learning is automatic
seduction is easy
seduction is natural

seduction is automatic
You are the perfect human
You have reached human perfection
You are free from the opinions of others
You are free from the judgment of others
You have supreme social confidence
You have supreme physical confidence
girls flock to you whenever You want
money flows to you whenever You want
wealth flows to you whenever You want
You have a deep feeling of peace
You have a deep feeling of certainty
all is well
all is perfect
all is natural
You master life
You master wealth

You master relationships
all You want comes naturally and easily
all You want comes without effort
all You want begs to be with you
all You want begs to come to you

